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Copyright © All rights reserved worldwide. 

 

YOUR RIGHTS: This book is restricted to your personal use only. It does not come with any 

other rights. 

 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: This book is protected by international copyright law and may not be 

copied, reproduced, given away, or used to create derivative works without the publisher’s 

expressed permission. The publisher retains full copyrights to this book. 

 

The author has made every reasonable effort to be as accurate and complete as possible 

in the creation of this book and to ensure that the information provided is free from errors; 

however, the author/publisher/ reseller assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or 

contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein and does not warrant or represent at any 

time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the 

Internet. 

 

Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional. 

 

The purpose of this book is to educate and there are no guarantees of income, sales or 

results implied. The publisher/author/reseller can therefore not be held accountable for any 

poor results you may attain when implementing the techniques or when following any 

guidelines set out for you in this book. 

 

Any product, website, and company names mentioned in this report are the trademarks or 

copyright properties of their respective owners. The author/publisher/reseller are not 

associated or affiliated with them in any way. Nor does the referred product, website, and 

company names sponsor, endorse, or approve this product. 

 

COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE: Unless otherwise expressly stated, you should assume 

that the links contained in this book may be affiliate links and either the 

author/publisher/reseller will earn commission if you click on them and buy the 

product/service mentioned in this book. However, the author/publisher/reseller disclaim 

any liability that may result from your involvement with any such websites/products. You 

should perform due diligence before buying mentioned products or services. 

 

This constitutes the entire license agreement. Any disputes or terms not discussed in this 

agreement are at the sole discretion of the publisher. 
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Hi, Gaurab Borah here from 

gaurabborah.com & adsnexus.com 

 

Thank you for downloading my FREE Report! I 

know you are excited about the case study and 

can’t wait to read it. 

 

But before we move ahead, I want to introduce 

myself to you, what I do, my story, 

my struggles and how I overcame them and how creating and selling 

digital products changed my life. 

 

Read all about me here and feel free to share your story with me as well 

:) 

 

If you’re just getting started and yet to make your first income online, 

don’t worry everyone has to started somewhere. Just make sure you 

focus on a single method first, take actions, take imperfect action, 

learn, fail, learn again, implement and you’ll finally succeed. :) 

 

And once you taste some success, it’s much easier to make even more 

profits. But the important thing here is to take action and take it right now. 

 

The Case Study below is what I actually implement in my real life and 

it gets me results every time I implement it. 

 

It’s really a very small report and it works. Read it in next 5 min, 

implement it today and you’ll be seeing results by tomorrow. The 

examples shown below are in Internet marketing niche, but the same 

works in any niche :) 

 

Lets get started! 

http://gaurabborah.com/
http://adsnexus.com/
file:///C:/Desktop/Cheapskate-TrafficPLRpack_2/Reports/gaurabborah.com/about-me
file:///C:/Desktop/Cheapskate-TrafficPLRpack_2/Reports/gaurabborah.com/about-me
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Introduction 
 

Everyone knows that paid traffic is the easiest, most reliable traffic. Other 

sources take a lot of time or effort, and many people eventually give up 

entirely because they don’t see results for weeks or months. 

 

For example, using only free methods, it may take months or even years to 

build enough authority on a new blog to rank well in Google. 

 

Or it might take weeks or months to build a decent following on Pinterest, 

Twitter, Instagram, or Facebook without spending money. Plus, it takes a 

lot of time to do so. 

 

Fortunately, paid traffic doesn’t have to cost a fortune. In this guide, I will 

show you how to use inexpensive Facebook ads to drive traffic to your 

offers and build your list with as little as $10 per day spent! 

 

Where else can you begin building a real foundation for a business with 

only ten bucks a day? 

 

Just ten dollars a day… which many of us spend on coffee and lunch, 

anyway, can help you build a platform you can use to market products for a 

very long time! 

 

Let’s begin. 
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Three Types of Traffic 
 

There are three main types of traffic that I categorize paid traffic into: 

 

1. Strangers 

2. Friends 

3. Fans 

 

Strangers 

 

Strangers are people you’ve never met, and who have no idea who you are 

or what you do. These people are not likely to buy anything from you, so 

marketing paid offers to them is typically a waste of your money. 

 

Friends 

 

Friends are people who you’ve met, and they have gotten to know you a 

little bit, but they aren’t yet ready to trust you fully. You can market low 

price offers to them, or get them onto your email list, but it’s still a waste of 

money to use paid advertising to sell high-dollar products to them. 

 

Fans 

 

Fans are people who know you and your products very well. They like you. 

They trust you. They’re willing to buy products you promote, even at higher 

prices. They may even be willing to promote your content for you by 

sharing it on Facebook and other platforms. 
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It’s important to know these three traffic types, because the methods you 

use and the budgets you set will be based on the type of traffic you’re 

targeting. 

 

Before you get started, you might want to use the Power Editor, which only 

works in Chrome. (If you don’t have Chrome, download it. It’s available for 

all major operating systems, and it’s free.) 

 

You can find the Power Editor here: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor  

 

You certainly don’t have to use Power Editor, but it will allow you to have a 

lot more words in your Facebook ads than if you use the standard ad 

creation tool in Facebook. 

 

These two tools are VERY similar in terms of how they’re used, so I’ll be 

giving instructions for the regular editor. Remember, they’re very similar 

except for the fact that you can add more text to your ad with the Power 

Editor. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor
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Advertising to Strangers 
Budget: $6 Per Day 

 

Strangers are people who have never heard of you, or might have heard of 

you but don’t remember you at all. These people are not likely to buy 

anything from you, and might not even be willing to join your email list.  

 

Because strangers aren’t likely to take action, it’s best to provide them with 

significant value in order to gain some trust. If you give them good content 

for free, they will start to trust you a bit.  

 

For this reason, you should never use paid traffic to advertise paid 

products to strangers. They’re not likely to buy anything, and you’ll just end 

up spending money with little to no return on your investment. 

 

In fact, this is the biggest reason people quickly give up on paid traffic. 

They target cold leads—people who have never heard of them—and try to 

sell them products right off the bat. 

 

Paid traffic can certainly work if you use it correctly, which means warming 

up cold leads in order to turn them into buyers—eventually. Not right away. 

They’re not likely to buy anything from you for a while, but this is a long-

term game, not a get-rich-quick scheme. You want to build a real business, 

not just make a few bucks, right? 

 

So… if strangers aren’t going to buy anything from you, what are they good 

for? Well, for the same reason everyone you know now was a stranger at 

one point. Even your parents were strangers until you grew to know them 

while you were growing up. 
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Strangers are just friends you haven’t met, yet. That’s as true in marketing 

as it is in the rest of life. If you treat a stranger right, that person can turn 

into a friend. Later, they may even become a very good friend. The same 

thing is true in marketing. If you treat someone right, and you provide them 

with enough reasons to trust you, they’ll begin to trust you. 

 

Setting Up a Stranger Ad 

 

The first thing you’ll want to do is log into your Facebook account and visit 

the ad creation manager. For stranger targeting, you’ll want to select “Send 

people to your website”. This is where you start to build trust. It is important 

that you donot try to sell anything here. Try to get yourself known and make 

a connection here. 

This is the objective you need to select in Facebook: “Send people to your 

website” 
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Next, enter the URL you want to send traffic to. This could be your blog, a 

squeeze page, etc. 

 
 

When you’ve entered your URL, it will tell you that you can set up a pixel 

for tracking. Be sure you do this! This will be absolutely vital when you 

move onto marketing to friends and fans later! (Just follow the instructions 

in this video: http://y2u.be/qYN7A_hbfcQ ) 

 

On the next page, you’ll set your budget. When targeting strangers with 

interests, you’ll set your budget at $6 per day 

http://y2u.be/qYN7A_hbfcQ
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Next, you’ll need to enter your targeting information. You won’t be able to 

set up a custom audience until you have an audience to use, so for now 

you’ll just be targeting by interest. 

 

When you’re targeting strangers, the only way to do so on Facebook is via 

interest targeting. You’ll need to target based on specific interests people 

add to their Facebook profile. 

 

Let’s say you want to build a list of people who want to lose 

weight. You could target interests such as: 

 

 Weight Watchers 

 Atkins Diet 

 Overeaters Anonymous 

 

It can be tricky to find the right interests to target, but you’ll want to spend 

some time on this, because it’s one of the most important elements of this 

method.  

 

You’ll want to target a fairly specific audience, but not so much so that you 

don’t get much traffic. Your market should have a potential reach of 

approximately 500,000 to 1,000,000 people. 
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The best way to ensure you’re targeting the right interests is to make sure 

you’re targeting interests that prove people are truly interested in a 

particular market. For example, a lot of people might put the “cooking” 

interest on their Facebook page, but not all of those people would have a 

strong interest in it. Many of those people might just be casual hobbyists. 

 

But let’s say you’re targeting chefs. The “cooking” interest is too broad. 

Instead, you’d want to target things that would mostly (or only) be of 

interest to chefs. For example, you could target some of the high-end knife 

brands that appeal to chefs, or you could target some of the most popular 

culinary schools. 

 

In the bid amount section, you can either allow Facebook to set the price 

you pay or allow Facebook to decide the price automatically. I recommend 

you take the Automatic option as Facebook tries to give you the best 

possible reach within your budget in this case. But keep in mind that if your 

ad does not perform so well, you will exhaust your budget sooner with this 

option. So making a good ad is very important. Also donot take the 

suggested Facebook bid too seriously. Your ad costs should generally be 

much lower. 

 

Note: If you don’t see custom bidding options, there’s a section you can 

expand at the bottom of the ad creation page that says “Show Advanced 

Options.” Expand this, and you’ll see the new options. 

 

Finally, you need to go to the next section to create your ad. You’ll need to 

include an eye-catching image (which must have less than 20% text to get 

the best possible reach).  

 

You won’t be able to include a lot of text unless you use the Power Editor, 

so it’s suggested you do. The more text you use, the more you can say, 

and the more attention you can attract. 
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To review, check out the details for stranger campaigns below. 

 

Stranger Campaign Details: 

 

 Budget: $6 per day 

 Facebook Ad Objective: Website Clicks 

 Bidding Type: Clicks (bid 6 cents higher than suggested bid) 

 Target: Interests (until you have 500k to 1,000,000 audience)  
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Advertising to Friends 
Budget: $3 Per Day 

 

Friends are people who know who you are, and may have joined your 

email list or liked your page on Facebook, but they don’t yet have enough 

trust in you to buy something expensive. 

 
 

The process for setting up an ad for advertising to friends is similar to 

setting up a campaign to advertise to strangers, but you’ll want to set the 

budget to $3 per day instead of $6, and you can set your ad objective to 

either website clicks(shows as Traffic option under Consideration) as you 

did for strangers or Leads (in which case Facebook optimizes its delivery 

for leads instead of just clicks). 
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Instead of paying a specific amount for clicks, it’s a good idea to set the bid 

amount to automatic to be sure you get the most out of this type of 

campaign. 

 

You can target interests just like you did for strangers, or you can use a 

custom audience by targeting the people who have visited your website 

(which requires you to have set up the tracking pixel as mentioned in the 

previous section) or even a lookalike audience based on your Facebook 

fan page if you have one.  

 

Otherwise, you’ll set up the ad the same way you did when you targeted 

strangers. In this case, you’ll probably want to send traffic to a squeeze 

page, and your ad can reference your lead magnet. 

 

 

 

 

 

Friend Campaign Details: 

 

 Budget: $3 per day 

 Facebook Ad Objective: Website Conversion or Website Clicks 

 Bidding Type: Automatic 

 Target: Interests (until you have 500k to 1,000,000 audience) or 

Custom Audiences 
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Advertising to Fans 
Budget: $1 Per Day 

 

Fans are people who know who you are and trust you. These people have 

probably bought something from you already, potentially several times. 

They may even share your content occasionally. 

 
If you set up the targeting pixel properly, you can easily target those people 

by using your targeting pixel to create a custom audience. 

 

For targeting fans, you’ll only set a budget of $1 per day. These will be 

website clicks campaigns, and its again recommended that you go the 

automatic route for bidding and choose Clicks(CPC) as the option for 

getting charged instead of Impressions. 

 

This is your chance to get sales. Whereas you were mostly just introducing 

yourself and maybe getting newsletter signups with your stranger or friend 

campaigns, you can target products with a fan campaign. This could be a 

product of your own, or an affiliate product. 
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Remember, these people know you and trust you, so it’s time to bring out 

the big guns and advertise something that has a higher sales price and 

gets you a better commission! 

 

Fan Campaign Details: 

 

 Budget: $1 per day 

 Facebook Ad Objective: Website Clicks 

 Bidding Type: Clicks (Automatic) 

 Target: Custom Audiences 
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Remember this: 
 

1. Strangers aren’t likely to buy, so you only want to introduce yourself to 
them and let them know a little about you. 

2. Friends may buy cheaper products, but it’s best to just get them on your 
list and provide them with value. 

3. Fans are those who have seen your value and are much more likely to 
buy more expensive products and help promote you. 

 

Conclusion 
 

You’ve probably spent a great deal of time thinking you couldn’t afford paid 

traffic, or that it was too expensive to even try. You may have thought it 

wouldn’t convert well enough to be worth the investment. (And if you 

wanted to promote the wrong thing to the wrong audience, you may have 

been right!) 

 

Fortunately, ten bucks a day can get you plenty of paid traffic you can then 

use to market multiple products to for a long time in the future. You can use 

it to build your platform, build your list, and make sales, but you have to 

keep the three types of traffic in mind. 

 

If you keep these three types of traffic in mind and market to each one 

correctly, you’ll build traffic very affordably! 

 

Good luck! 
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Resources 
 

Here are quick links to the resources mentioned in the guide: 

 

Facebook Power Editor:  

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor  

 

Here are few of the tools I use to work with that help me in converting the 

traffic -once I pay for it: 

 

Use this to create your free report 
Download PLR Products 
 
Best Autoresponders with Free 30-day trail to get started. 
Aweber 
Getresponse 
 
Page builders to create your landing pages 
Instabuilder 
Leadpages 
Clickfunnels  (14 day trial, start here) 
 
Where to find Affiliate Offers 
Clickbank 
JVZOO 
W+ 
Maxbounty 
Peerfly 
 
Get traffic 
Create a Bing Ads account here 
Udimi Solo Ads 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor
http://gaurabborah.com/go/downloadplrproducts
http://gaurabborah.com/go/aweber
http://gaurabborah.com/go/getresponse
http://gaurabborah.com/go/instabuilder
http://gaurabborah.com/go/leadpages
http://gaurabborah.com/go/clickfunnels
http://clickbank.com/
http://jvzoo.com/
http://warriorplus.com/
http://maxbounty.com/
http://peerfly.com/
https://secure.azure.bingads.microsoft.com/Auth
http://gaurabborah.com/go/udimi
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Best Tracking Software I recommend: 

Clickmagick 

 

 

http://www.gaurabborah.com/go/clickmagick

